LED FILAMENT SERIES

Offering the very best in specialty lamp selections

MARKETS SERVED:
- RESTAURANTS
- RESIDENTIAL
- HOSPITALITY
- COMMERCIAL/RETAIL

DECORATIVE LIGHTING SOLUTIONS
Enjoy the efficiency of LED with the vintage styling of traditional light sources. Fusion Lamps’ LED Filament Series offers virtually endless possible ways to elevate a space and maintain its look without compromise. This dynamic line up offers styles ranging from the elegant and versatile candelabra, to the industrial flair of the dimple-donning Edison shape with an antiqued amber finish.

To help achieve these looks we have also included exclusive fixtures from the Tamlite brand which can be paired with each of the lamps in their own unique way—customized by you!
COME IN AND STAY A WHILE.
The warm glow of incandescent filament lamps has long been a staple of relaxing with friends at the local establishment. Now available in LED.
UNWIND.
A place to create, indulge, hide away, or - entertain. A place boasting up to date functionality, yet filled with warm elements for a masterfully comfortable and convenient sanctuary.
IT’S ALL ABOUT ATMOSPHERE.

Whether for banquets or conferences, offering a modern and design-oriented dynamic space conducive to a multitude of uses is invaluable in the service industry.
FINISHING TOUCHES.

Immerse the shopper into the atmosphere of your uniquely designed space for the ultimate customer experience, and simultaneously eliminate the worry of merchandise spoilage due to ultraviolet and infrared light.
LAMP DETAILS AND SPECIFICATIONS

It is not necessary to choose between beautiful design and energy efficiency. Browse our gallery and review the specifications for each model so that you may select the best option for your space.
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Modern technology, classic look.

The filament B10 candle lamp is an excellent replacement for any application with existing incandescent candles such as chandeliers and wall sconces. With an E26 adaptor, this compact lamp can also be the solution for fixtures with limited space, where an A-shape bulb is otherwise too large.

**FLEDF4B10CANDB27C**
- Watts: 4W
- Lumens: 330lm
- Base: E12 Candelabra
- CCT: 2700K
- Dimmable: Yes
- Beam Angle: Omni-Directional
- Rated Life: 15,000hrs
- Envelope: Clear glass

The filament G40 lamp makes a statement in any space. Hung as a pendant on a single socket fixture, or within a decorative globe this filament lamp enhances the design of virtually any space especially in resorts, hotels, restaurants, and banquet halls.

**FLEDF4ST19722A**
- Watts: 5W
- Lumens: 380lm
- Base: E26 Medium
- CCT: 2200K
- Dimmable: Yes
- Beam Angle: Omni-Directional
- Rated Life: 15,000hrs
- Envelope: Amber glass

The filament ST19 in original Edison style is the epitome of vintage light bulbs. A fire-like colour temperature of just 2200K, the ST19 compliments spaces that have incorporated warm woods and brass metal tones.

The Classic.

**FLEDF4B10CANDB27C**
- Watts: 5W
- Lumens: 380lm
- Base: E26 Medium
- CCT: 2700K
- Dimmable: Yes
- Beam Angle: Omni-Directional
- Rated Life: 15,000hrs
- Envelope: Clear glass

The Statement.

**FLEDF4ST19722A**
- Watts: 5W
- Lumens: 380lm
- Base: E26 Medium
- CCT: 2200K
- Dimmable: Yes
- Beam Angle: Omni-Directional
- Rated Life: 15,000hrs
- Envelope: Clear glass

The Icon.
The Extraordinary.

The filament T10 tubular LED lamp stands out as a unique piece of hardware. The amber finish glass envelope replicates the look and feel of vintage incandescent, adding to the ambiance. Perfectly suited for industrial style wall sconces with elements of wrought iron, exposed rivets, or perforated metal.

The Staple.

The filament A19 LED lamp utilizes 90% less energy than its incandescent counterparts while maintaining the traditional look. The most ubiquitous shape and base; the A19 can be implemented throughout any room to instantly lend an air of effortless style.

Lamps are all showcased in their stocked envelope finish and lumen package. Looking for an LED filament lamp not featured here? Please call or e-mail us to discuss our custom manufacturing program.
Tamlite Decorative Fixtures are available in pendant or sconce configurations. Finished in brass, gun metal, matte black, and gold. Pair together with an LED Filament lamp from Fusion for a seamless look.

Complete the motif.
As technology progresses classic architecture can be lost and replaced with modern advancements. The Fusion Lamps LED Filament Series captures the beauty of traditional sources, yet provides energy-efficient functionality. With this series of classically designed lamps built with current technology we are no longer in a position to compromise our vision for a space, bringing back the freedom to follow our inspiration.

For more information regarding the unique pieces in the Fusion Lamps LED Filament Series, call, click, or visit your local CES branch today.